The reason is that consi Oered vector fie Os have si ngul ar ty at iso ateO points.
In the present paper we show, mainly on examples, ow to construct vector fields which generate more than one low.
The Oasic sections in this paper are Section 3, 4 and 5. Section 3 Oescrihem the one-dimensional case. It occurs that the set of singularities (i.e. zeros) of the vector field has to De of special type, namely, it mut contain the support of a nonatomic masure satisfying some additional conditions. The set of all flows generated by a given vector field can De completely described by means of class of measures upported on the set of zeros of the vector field.
Two and more dimensional case is considered in sction 4. Situation is much more complicated. The points in which the non-uniqueness of the flow takes place It foll fr inition of the measure W that which is equivalent that the velocity of the Glow 9 at the point x vanishes.
Therefore the vector ielO V ( generates the flows 9 anO .
In Section 4 Suppose that 9 an 9 are different lows on a maniEol M, and each -orDit is contained in a 0-orbit. I . and 9 are generated by the same vector ield V then V has at least one critical point.
VECTOR FIELDS AND FLOWS ON HIGHER DIKENSIONAL MANIFOLDS.
This part starts Grom the {ollowing definition cLscriDing singular points c a given vector Gield V on Ginlte-dimensional manIEold. Let V be a vector Gield on a diE-Nrential mani{old M. ?--V(y), y(O)=x, Then the oi loing
